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## Arts & Humanities

### Ancient Near East 19
Aaron Burke ●●, S17

Ancient Warfare and Modern Concerns

Willeke Wendrich ●●, W17

Tracking Looting from Space

### Arts and Architecture 19
Victoria Vesa ●, S17

Art and Science: North and South

### Asian 19
John Duncan ●● and Jennifer Jung
Kim ●, F16

East Asian Foodways across the Pacific

Namhee Lee ●, F16

Why South Korea and Japan are Rewriting Their History Books

### Civic Engagement 19
Elizabeth Goodhue ●, F16

Humanities at Work

### Classics 19
Robert Gurval ●●, W17

UCLA Centennial Initiative: UCLA 1919,
The First Professors

### Comparative Literature 19
Kathleen Komar ●●●, F16

Short Works of Franz Kafka, or How Modern the World Works

David MacFadyen, S17

Humanities at UCLA: What’s the Future

Ross Shideler ●●●, S17

Poets and Desire

### Design | Media Arts 19
Erkki Huhtamo ●●●, S17

Media Archaeology and Cross-Cultural Communication

### English 19
Matthew Fisher, S17

More is Up: Metaphors, Categories, and Politics of Language

Jascha Kessler ●●●, F16, S17

What a Poem Says: Three Fundamental Modes of Poetry

Karen Rowe ●●●, W17

Origins of Identity: History and Memory in Women’s Poetry

### Film and Television 19
Steven Anderson, S17

Technologies of Vision: From Surveillance to Data Visualization

### French 19
Sara Melzer ●●, F16

Buddhism and the Art of Living Mindfully in the Present

### German 19
Todd Presner ●, W17

Interviewing Holocaust Survivors

### Humanities at Work

### Humanities at UCLA: What’s the Future

Ross Shideler ●●●, S17

### Media Archaeology and Cross-Cultural Communication

### Short Works of Franz Kafka, or How Modern the World Works

David MacFadyen, S17

### UCLA Centennial Initiative: UCLA 1919,
The First Professors

### What a Poem Says: Three Fundamental Modes of Poetry

Karen Rowe ●●●, W17

### Origins of Identity: History and Memory in Women’s Poetry

### Interviewing Holocaust Survivors

### Humanities at Work
Economics 19
Matthew Bigio Luks, S17
Monetary and Financial Architectures
Francois Geerolf, F16
Economics of Superstars
Michela Giornelli, W17
Development and Americanization of European Economies after World War II
Martin Hackmann, S17
Topics in Health Care
Adriana Lleras-Muney, S17
Missing Women: Facts and Controversies
Jay Lu, W17
Cognitive Biases in Decision Making
Kathleen McGarry *, F16
Your Tax Dollars at Work
Michelle Muney, S17
- Vehn, F16
Anti-Razack, W17
Purnima Mankekar and Sherene Movements #NoDAPL and Indigenous Social Media Literacy and the Trump Era:
Mishuana Goeman, S17
Illustrated UCLA Centennial Initiative: Sports
Michelle Erai *
Bruin Nation: Trends and Directions for Gender and College Student Experience
Robert Rhoads ** *, S17
Student Activism from the Sixties to the Present
Linda Sax *, F16
Gender and College Student Experience: Trends and Directions for Change
Gender Studies 19
Michelle Erai *, F16
UCLA Centennial Initiative: Sports Illustrated—Images of Ex-UCLA Athletes
Mishuana Goeman, S17
Media Literacy and the Trump Era: #NoDAPL and Indigenous Social Movements
Purnima Mankekar and Sherene Razack, W17
Anti-Muslim Racism
Sharon Traweek, S17
Bullied by Trump’s Tweets? University Students on Edge
Geography 19
Daniela Cusack, S17
Global Change and Forest Ecosystems
Global Studies 19
Ann Kerr ******* *, W17, S17
Perceptions of U.S. Abroad: Discussions with Visiting Fulbright Scholars
David Kim, S17
Film, Fiction, and the 2008 Financial Crisis
History 19
Peter Baldwin, W17
Equality
S. Scott Bartsch ****** *, F16, S17
Honor and Shame in the Clash of World Cultures and Religions
Robin Derby ** *, W17, S17
Whistleblower or Working Class Revolt? Making Sense of the Rise of Trump and New Populism
James Gelvin ******* *, F16
ISIS, Syria, and the New Middle East
Tobias Higbie, S17
Reclaiming Higher Education as Public Good
Vinay Lal ****** *, W17
Political Documentaries and American Society
Vinay Lal ****** *, S17
Martin Luther King’s Sermons and Quest for Social Justice
William Marotti *, W17
Forms of Violence and Cinema
William Marotti *, S17
Forms of Violence and Cinema II
David Myers *, W17
A Brief and Intense History of Anti-Semitism, from Antiquity to the Present
Teófilo Ruiz ******* ****** *, F16
UCLA Centennial Initiative: Architecture and Ethnicity in Los Angeles
Teófilo Ruiz ******* ****** *, W17 (2 seminars)
Social World of Jane Austen: Pride and Prejudice
Teófilo Ruiz ******* ****** *, S17
Dystopias of the 20th Century
Richard von Glahn *, W17
China’s Modern Youth Culture in a Historical Perspective
Honors Collegium 19
David Taylor ****** *, F16, W17, S17
Mental Illness and Movies
International and Area Studies 19
Yoram Cohen, F16
Contemporary Israel: Strengths and Challenges of the 69-Year-Old Democracy
Ann Kerr ******* *, F16
U.S. Values versus U.S. Interests in the Middle East and North African Diplomacy
Management 19
Avanish Subrahmanyan *, S17
Understanding Financial Markets
Military Science 19
Emily Ives, Katherine Jakle, and Santos Ortiz, F16
UCLA Centennial Initiative: Boots to Bruins, from Combat to Campus Life
Political Science 19
Lorrie Frasure-Yokley, W17
Thriving as a First-Generation College Student
Leslie Johns *, F16
Contemporary Issues in International Politics
Leslie Johns *, S17
Trump’s Foreign Policy: Change or Continuity?
Susanne Lohmann ** *, W17
Can’t We Make Moral Judgments?
Susanne Lohmann ** *, S17
Why We Disagree, and Can’t Agree to Disagree, on the Trump Presidency
Arthur Stein, S17
Trump Administration Foreign Policy: Behind the Headlines
Sociology 19
Stefan Bargheer, S17
Environmental Sociology
Phillip Bonacich ** *, W17
Still Connected? Has Social Life Declined or Expanded in the Internet Age?
Karida Brown, S17
Readings from Behind the Veil: Evolving Thought of W.E.B. Du Bois
Jeffrey Guhin, F16
Why Do We Have Schools?
Jeffrey Guhin, S17
Evangelicals in America: Sex, Violence, Science, and Also Being Nice

Economics 19
Deviations from Rationality:
Andres Santos, S17
Game Theory and Martial Arts
Marek Pycia, W17
Antitrust Economics
Volker Nocke, S17
Games of Strategy
Moritz Meyer
Your Tax Dollars at Work
Kathleen McGarry *
Cognitive Biases in Decision Making
Kathleen McGarry *
Your Tax Dollars at Work
Michelle Muney, S17
- Vehn, F16
Anti-Razack, W17
Purnima Mankekar and Sherene Movements #NoDAPL and Indigenous Social Media Literacy and the Trump Era:
Mishuana Goeman, S17
Illustrated UCLA Centennial Initiative: Sports
Michelle Erai *
Bruin Nation: Trends and Directions for Gender and College Student Experience
Robert Rhoads ** *, S17
Student Activism from the Sixties to the Present
Linda Sax *, F16
Gender and College Student Experience: Trends and Directions for Change
Gender Studies 19
Michelle Erai *, F16
UCLA Centennial Initiative: Sports Illustrated—Images of Ex-UCLA Athletes
Mishuana Goeman, S17
Media Literacy and the Trump Era: #NoDAPL and Indigenous Social Movements
Purnima Mankekar and Sherene Razack, W17
Anti-Muslim Racism
Sharon Traweek, S17
Bullied by Trump’s Tweets? University Students on Edge
Geography 19
Daniela Cusack, S17
Global Change and Forest Ecosystems
Global Studies 19
Ann Kerr ******* *, W17, S17
Perceptions of U.S. Abroad: Discussions with Visiting Fulbright Scholars
David Kim, S17
Film, Fiction, and the 2008 Financial Crisis
History 19
Peter Baldwin, W17
Equality
S. Scott Bartsch ****** *, F16, S17
Honor and Shame in the Clash of World Cultures and Religions
Robin Derby ** *, W17, S17
Whistleblower or Working Class Revolt? Making Sense of the Rise of Trump and New Populism
James Gelvin ******* *, F16
ISIS, Syria, and the New Middle East
Tobias Higbie, S17
Reclaiming Higher Education as Public Good
Vinay Lal ****** *, W17
Political Documentaries and American Society
Vinay Lal ****** *, S17
Martin Luther King’s Sermons and Quest for Social Justice
William Marotti *, W17
Forms of Violence and Cinema
William Marotti *, S17
Forms of Violence and Cinema II
David Myers *, W17
A Brief and Intense History of Anti-Semitism, from Antiquity to the Present
Teófilo Ruiz ******* ****** *, F16
UCLA Centennial Initiative: Architecture and Ethnicity in Los Angeles
Teófilo Ruiz ******* ****** *, W17 (2 seminars)
Social World of Jane Austen: Pride and Prejudice
Teófilo Ruiz ******* ****** *, S17
Dystopias of the 20th Century
Richard von Glahn *, W17
China’s Modern Youth Culture in a Historical Perspective
Honors Collegium 19
David Taylor ****** *, F16, W17, S17
Mental Illness and Movies
International and Area Studies 19
Yoram Cohen, F16
Contemporary Israel: Strengths and Challenges of the 69-Year-Old Democracy
Ann Kerr ******* *, F16
U.S. Values versus U.S. Interests in the Middle East and North African Diplomacy
Management 19
Avanish Subrahmanyan *, S17
Understanding Financial Markets
Military Science 19
Emily Ives, Katherine Jakle, and Santos Ortiz, F16
UCLA Centennial Initiative: Boots to Bruins, from Combat to Campus Life
Political Science 19
Lorrie Frasure-Yokley, W17
Thriving as a First-Generation College Student
Leslie Johns *, F16
Contemporary Issues in International Politics
Leslie Johns *, S17
Trump’s Foreign Policy: Change or Continuity?
Susanne Lohmann ** *, W17
Can’t We Make Moral Judgments?
Susanne Lohmann ** *, S17
Why We Disagree, and Can’t Agree to Disagree, on the Trump Presidency
Arthur Stein, S17
Trump Administration Foreign Policy: Behind the Headlines
Sociology 19
Stefan Bargheer, S17
Environmental Sociology
Phillip Bonacich ** *, W17
Still Connected? Has Social Life Declined or Expanded in the Internet Age?
Karida Brown, S17
Readings from Behind the Veil: Evolving Thought of W.E.B. Du Bois
Jeffrey Guhin, F16
Why Do We Have Schools?
Jeffrey Guhin, S17
Evangelicals in America: Sex, Violence, Science, and Also Being Nice